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PSYCHOLOGY GETS IN THE GAME
SPORT, MIND, AND BEHAVIOR, 1880-1960
U of Nebraska Press "Although sport psychology did not fully mature as a recognized discipline until the 1960s,
pioneering psychologists in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, making greater use of empirical
research methodologies, sought to understand mental factors that aﬀect athletic performance. Though the
psychologists behind the studies described here worked independently of one another and charted their own distinct
courses of inquiry, their works, taken together, provided the corpus of precedents and foundations on which the
modern ﬁeld of sport psychology was built. The essays collected in this volume tell the stories not only of these
psychologists and their subjects but of the social and academic context that surrounded them, shaping and being
shaped by their ideas"--Provided by publisher.
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THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF SPORT AND PERFORMANCE PSYCHOLOGY
Oxford University Press This title describes current research ﬁndings in the study of human performance Experts from
all ﬁelds of performance are brought together, covering domains including sports, the performing arts, business,
executive coaching, the military, and other applicable, high-risk professions.

SOCIAL SCIENCES IN SPORT
Human Kinetics Social Sciences in Sport presents discipline-speciﬁc knowledge in the social sciences, which aids in
understanding the problems and potential of contemporary sport practices and experiences. This interdisciplinary
reference provides in-depth coverage of sport studies and 14 social sciences, drawing connections across these
disciplines to illuminate key issues and illustrate possibilities for change. Written by leading ﬁgures in the social
sciences, the book synthesizes theory and research in social science and sport into four distinct areas: • Identity,
which discusses individual development and ethical considerations from history, philosophy, and psychology •
Community, which considers anthropology, sociology, geography, and media studies when looking at sport in social
groups • Capital, which draws research in status, wealth, power, and resources from economics, political science, and
international relations • Governance, which discusses the enhancement of sport through law, social policy,
management studies, and education Organized around these topics into four parts, this reference places sport in the
broader social sciences, showing where researchers in kinesiology and other disciplines can augment their knowledge
base. Noting the range of issues and concerns in today’s sport environment, readers will analyze the potential of a
human development model in sport studies. Editor Joseph Maguire and an esteemed team of contributors present the
evolution of sport in various social sciences. A stage-setting introduction explains the relevance of a social scientiﬁc
perspective on sport and physical activity, and part introductions outline many relationships between the social
sciences and sport. Chapters include a historical overview of the discipline or subject area, the core concepts and main
theoretical perspectives in that area of expertise, critical ﬁndings, and the contemporary debates that characterize
sport. Equipped with the social scientiﬁc knowledge and new perspectives from this essential collection, students and
practitioners will be able to navigate classic and emerging issues in sport. Whether readers are social scientists
considering sport as a subject of study or sport studies scholars attempting to make connections with the broader
disciplines, Social Sciences in Sport promotes development of and through sport.
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR
Academic Press The Encyclopedia of Human Behavior, Second Edition is an award-winning three-volume reference on
human action and reaction, and the thoughts, feelings, and physiological functions behind those actions. Presented
alphabetically by title, 300 articles probe both enduring and exciting new topics in physiological psychology,
perception, personality, abnormal and clinical psychology, cognition and learning, social psychology, developmental
psychology, language, and applied contexts. Written by leading scientists in these disciplines, every article has been
peer-reviewed to establish clarity, accuracy, and comprehensiveness. The most comprehensive reference source to
provide both depth and breadth to the study of human behavior, the encyclopedia will again be a much-used reference
source. This set appeals to public, corporate, university and college libraries, libraries in two-year colleges, and some
secondary schools. Carefully crafted, well written, and thoroughly indexed, the encyclopedia helps users—whether
they are students just beginning formal study of the broad ﬁeld or specialists in a branch of psychology—understand
the ﬁeld and how and why humans behave as we do. Named a 2013 Outstanding Academic Title by the American
Library Association's Choice publication Concise entries (ten pages on average) provide foundational knowledge of the
ﬁeld Each article features suggested further readings, a list of related websites, a 5-10 word glossary and a deﬁnition
paragraph, and cross-references to related articles in the encyclopedi Newly expanded editorial board and a host of
international contributors from the United States, Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Ireland, Israel, Japan,
Sweden, and the United Kingdom

FOUNDATIONS OF SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY, 7E
Human Kinetics This text provides a comprehensive view of sport and exercise psychology with the latest research on
grit, mindfulness, emotional intelligence, cultural diversity, substance abuse, exercise adherence, ethics, professional
issues, and transitions in sport.

HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY 101
Springer Publishing Company "This bookís great strength is the way it weaves psychology between events and trends
in society. It shows that psychology isnít separate, watching through a one-way mirror, but that psychology and
society are threads woven together in the same tapestry. Key theories and ëbig namesí ﬁt into a story that makes
sense, and become more human than legend... The writing style is clear and direct; I found myself looking forward to
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each chapter... [A] highly informative book that would beneﬁt students, psychologists and aspiring psychologists." Dr.
Francis Quinn, Robert Gordon University The Psychologist "This slim volume would be a wonderful accompaniment to a
traditional text. This reviewer has taught history and theory of psychology for 24 years. In those years, many students
have said -- at the end of the course -- 'I wish I had known this stuﬀ at the beginning of my degree.' This volume would
ﬁll that need." R.E. Osborne, PhD, Texas State University CHOICE "In this engaging and highly readable book, Devonis
gives readers a 'usable past' ñ an account of key themes and issues that shaped modern American psychology. Much
more than a straightforward chronicle of intellectual antecedents, History of Psychology 101 situates the ﬁeld in a
wider social and historical context. The book will appeal to both experienced psychologists and those new to the ﬁeld ñ
highly recommended." Ian Nicholson, PhD St. Thomas University "The author is very knowledgeable of the history of
psychology and is uniquely qualiﬁed to prepare this book. Dave Devonis has extensive experience teaching students,
which is apparent with the way he wrote this book to enhance learning and understanding." Laura Koppes Bryan, PhD
University of Baltimore Spanning the modern development of psychological science and practice-the era most relevant
to today's psychologists-this concise overview of psychology's history focuses on how the ﬁeld has striven to make a
positive impact on society and the individuals within it. It not only examines, decade by decade, the key developments
in psychology, but goes beyond the usual "schools and systems" approach to illuminate not just how psychological
theories developed but how they have been applied and practiced. The text is unique in its focus on connecting the
historical development of psychology to present concerns in the ﬁeld, thus making the information more relevant to
today's student. Woven throughout the book is thread of optimism regarding the value of psychological ideas for the
betterment of humanity. The book considers how psychology has informed-and been inﬂuenced by-social and cultural
concerns of the past century. Each chapter highlights a theme that typiﬁed the science and practice of psychology in a
particular era, along with a "historical centerpiece," an examination of an exemplary psychologist or psychological
work that typiﬁed the ﬁeld's development during that time period. Key Features: Presents a concise, accessible
overview of the modern history of psychology Goes beyond the usual "schools and systems" approach to focus on how
psychological theories were developed, applied, and practiced Demonstrates how the ﬁeld of psychology has
endeavored to make a positive impact on society and individuals Focuses on making historical information relevant to
psychological practice today Embeds psychology in the social and cultural milieu of each era

INTRODUCING SPORT PSYCH PRAC GUID
Icon Books An INTRODUCING PRACTICAL GUIDE to optimizing your mind for sport
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF MODERN PSYCHOLOGY
John Wiley & Sons A Brief History of Modern Psychology oﬀers a concise account of the evolution of this dynamic
ﬁeld—from early pioneers of psychological theory to cutting-edge contemporary applications. In this revised third
edition, leading scholar Ludy Benjamin surveys the signiﬁcant ﬁgures, concepts, and schools of thought that have
shaped modern psychology. Engaging and accessible narrative provides readers historical and disciplinary context to
modern psychology and encourages further investigation of the topics and individuals presented. This book provides a
solid foundational knowledge of psychology’s past, covering essential areas including prescientiﬁc psychology,
physiology and psychophysics, early schools of German and American psychology, and the origins of applied
psychology, behaviorism, and psychoanalysis. Exploration of 20th century and contemporary developments, including
the emergence of clinical and cognitive psychology, ensures a complete overview of the ﬁeld. The author integrates
biographical information on widely recognized innovators such as Carl Jung, Wilhelm Wundt, and B.F. Skinner with
lesser known ﬁgures including E.B. Titchener, Mary Calkins, and Leta Hollingworth. This personalistic approach to
history allows readers to understand the theories, research, and practices of the individuals who laid the foundation to
modern psychology.

A HISTORY OF MODERN PSYCHOLOGY
John Wiley & Sons The enhanced 5th Edition of Goodwin's series, A History of Modern Psychology, explores the modern
history of psychology including the fundamental bases of psychology and psychology's advancements in the 20th
century. Goodwin's 5th Edition focuses on the reduction of biographical information with an emphasis on more
substantial information including ideas and concepts and on ideas/research contributions.

FOUNDATIONS OF SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY
Human Kinetics Please note: This text was replaced with a seventh edition. This version is available only for courses
using the sixth edition and will be discontinued at the end of the semester. As the leading text in sport and exercise
psychology, Foundations of Sport and Exercise Psychology, Sixth Edition With Web Study Guide, provides a thorough
introduction to key concepts in the ﬁeld. This text oﬀers both students and new practitioners a comprehensive view of
sport and exercise psychology, drawing connections between research and practice and capturing the excitement of
the world of sport and exercise. The internationally respected authors have incorporated feedback from teachers and
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students to create a text that builds on previous editions, making the material accessible to readers. In-depth learning
aids have been refreshed, including chapter objectives and summaries, sidebars, key terms, key points, anecdotes,
and discussion questions to help students think more critically about applying the material. Other updates to the sixth
edition include the following: • More than 40 new video clips integrated into the web study guide to better
demonstrate the core concepts addressed in the book • Additional emphasis on hot topics, including mindfulness,
cultural diversity, ethics and professional issues, and transitions in sport • New ancillaries to help instructors teach
their courses, including an image bank, chapter quizzes, and more than 122 instructor videos • Updated references,
including more contemporary sources The text provides students with a unique learning experience—taking them on a
journey through the origins and goals, key concepts, research development, and career options available in the
ﬁeld—in seven parts that may be studied in any sequence. Following an introduction to the ﬁeld, the text then shifts
focus to personal factors that aﬀect performance and psychological development in sport, physical education, and
exercise settings. Situational factors that inﬂuence behavior, group interaction and processes, and the use of
psychological techniques to help people perform more eﬀectively are covered, as well as the roles psychological
factors play in health and exercise. The ﬁnal section deals with topics of psychological development and well-being
that are important to both society and sport and exercise psychology, including children’s psychological development
through sport participation, aggression in sport, and moral development and good sporting behavior in sport and
physical activity contexts. The updated web study guide serves as an important learning tool to support the
educational journey. With more than 100 engaging activities, it works directly with the text in guiding students to
complete the related activities for each chapter and apply knowledge gained from the text. The study guide activities
require students to do the following: • Use actual sport and exercise psychology instruments to assess their skills. •
Determine how to respond to real-life scenarios (with short answers or essays). • Review research studies and
experiments. • Search the Internet for relevant information. • Apply and test their understanding of principles and
concepts of sport and exercise psychology. Many of the study guide activities oﬀer compelling audio and video clips
that provide an interactive look at how sport psychology consultants communicate with athletes and coaches to
improve athletic experiences. These clips feature esteemed experts from the ﬁeld discussing course concepts that they
have studied and reﬁned during their professional careers. To further emphasize practical application, portfolio
activities can be integrated through a full semester, turning course units into a uniﬁed whole that builds upon itself for
greater understanding of the ﬁeld. To aid instructors, instructor ancillaries have been updated and expanded. The
instructor guide, test package, and presentation package are now supplemented with an image bank, gradable chapter
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quizzes, and instructor videos, all available at www.HumanKinetics.com/FoundationsOfSportAndExercisePsychology.
The updated sixth edition of Foundations of Sport and Exercise Psychology continues to ensure that students are well
equipped to enter the ﬁeld of sport psychology and are prepared for the challenges they may encounter as well as the
possibilities. This text oﬀers an enhanced and varied learning package to assist students in understanding the sport
psychology ﬁeld.

SCOUTING AND SCORING
HOW WE KNOW WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT BASEBALL
Princeton University Press An in-depth look at the intersection of judgment and statistics in baseball Scouting and
scoring are considered fundamentally diﬀerent ways of ascertaining value in baseball. Scouting seems to rely on
experience and intuition, scoring on performance metrics and statistics. In Scouting and Scoring, Christopher Phillips
rejects these simplistic divisions. He shows how both scouts and scorers rely on numbers, bureaucracy, trust, and
human labor to make sound judgments about the value of baseball players. Tracing baseball’s story from the
nineteenth century to today, Phillips explains that the sport was one of the earliest ﬁelds to introduce numerical
analysis, and new methods of data collection were supposed to enable teams to replace scouting with scoring. But
that’s not how things turned out. From the invention of oﬃcial scorers and Statcast to the creation of the Major
League Scouting Bureau, Scouting and Scoring reveals the inextricable connections between human expertise and data
science, and oﬀers an entirely fresh understanding of baseball.

WHY TIME FLIES
A MOSTLY SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION
Simon and Schuster “[Why Time Flies] captures us. Because it opens up a well of fascinating queries and gives us a
glimpse of what has become an ever more deepening mystery for humans: the nature of time.” —The New York Times
Book Review “Erudite and informative, a joy with many small treasures.” —Science “Time” is the most commonly used
noun in the English language; it’s always on our minds and it advances through every living moment. But what is time,
exactly? Do children experience it the same way adults do? Why does it seem to slow down when we’re bored and
speed by as we get older? How and why does time ﬂy? In this witty and meditative exploration, award-winning author
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and New Yorker staﬀ writer Alan Burdick takes readers on a personal quest to understand how time gets in us and why
we perceive it the way we do. In the company of scientists, he visits the most accurate clock in the world (which exists
only on paper); discovers that “now” actually happened a split-second ago; ﬁnds a twenty-ﬁfth hour in the day; lives in
the Arctic to lose all sense of time; and, for one ﬂeeting moment in a neuroscientist’s lab, even makes time go
backward. Why Time Flies is an instant classic, a vivid and intimate examination of the clocks that tick inside us all.

AESTHETICS OF RELIGION
A CONNECTIVE CONCEPT
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG This volume is the ﬁrst English language presentation of the innovative approaches
developed in the aesthetics of religion. The chapters present diverse material and detailed analysis on descriptive,
methodological and theoretical concepts that together explore the potential of an aesthetic approach for investigating
religion as a sensory and mediated practice. In dialogue with, yet diﬀerent from, other major movements in the ﬁeld
(material culture, anthropology of the senses, for instance), it is the speciﬁc intent of this approach to create a
framework for understanding the interplay between sensory, cognitive and socio-cultural aspects of worldconstruction. The volume demonstrates that aesthetics, as a theory of sensory knowledge, oﬀers an elaborate
repertoire of concepts that can help to understand religious traditions. These approaches take into account
contemporary developments in scientiﬁc theories of perception, neuro-aesthetics and cultural studies, highlighting the
socio-cultural and political context informing how humans perceive themselves and the world around them. Developing
since the 1990s, the aesthetic approach has responded to debates in the study of religion, in particular striving to
overcome biased categories that conﬁned religion either to texts and abstract beliefs, or to an indisputable sui generis
mode of experience. This volume documents what has been achieved to date, its signiﬁcance for the study of religion
and for interdisciplinary scholarship.

A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION TO SPORT PSYCHOLOGY
Taylor & Francis The new third edition of A Critical Introduction to Sport Psychology is the only textbook in the ﬁeld
that provides a detailed overview of key theories, concepts and ﬁndings within the discipline of sport psychology, as
well as a critical perspective that examines and challenges these core foundations. Fully revised and updated, the new
edition covers key research ﬁndings aﬀecting both participation and performance in sport, including topics such as
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motivation, anxiety, emotional coping, concentration, mental imagery, expertise and team cohesion. In addition, the
book includes a range of helpful features that bring the science to life, including critical thinking exercises,
suggestions for student projects and new "In the spotlight" boxes that highlight key advances in theory or practice. A
comprehensive glossary is also included, whilst a ﬁnal chapter examines some new horizons in sport psychology,
including embodied cognition and socio-cultural perspectives. Sport is played with the body but often won in the mind;
that is the theory. A Critical Introduction to Sport Psychology is the deﬁnitive textbook for anyone wishing to engage
critically with this fascinating idea.

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY
PLAY STRONGER, BETTER, HAPPIER
Icon Books Ltd An INTRODUCING PRACTICAL GUIDE to optimizing your mind for sport. Sport Psychology is the study of
the psychological factors that aﬀect participation and performance in sports. It deals with increasing performance by
managing emotions and minimizing the psychological eﬀects of injury and poor performance. Some of the most
important skills taught are goal setting, relaxation, visualization, self-talk, awareness and control, concentration,
conﬁdence, using rituals, attribution training, and periodization. With straightforward mental exercises, point-by-point
suggestions for improvement and real-life examples – whether you’re an aspiring athlete or just someone who wants to
perform your chosen sport a little better, this INTRODUCING PRACTICAL GUIDE is the ideal tool.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY
SAGE Publications How do athletes overcome fears, slumps, mental blocks, or injuries? How do they deal with stress
and anxiety, be it from competitors, teammates, audiences, parents, coaches, or themselves? What psychological
techniques prove eﬀective in mental training for peak performance, maintaining concentration, motivation, and
competitive drive? How can an athlete enhance his or her commitment to a training regimen, or how might the average
person better adhere to a program of ﬁtness and exercise? Readers will ﬁnd answers to these questions and more in
the Encyclopedia of Sport and Exercise Psychology. Features & Beneﬁts: Entries explore the theory, research, and
application of psychology as it relates to sport and ﬁtness in a manner that is accessible and jargon-free to help
readers better understand human behavior in sport and exercise settings. From personal factors to situational factors
inﬂuencing performance to speciﬁc psychological techniques for enhancing performance, this work provides
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comprehensive coverage of the ﬁeld via approximately 350 to 400 signed entries. Entries conclude with crossreferences and suggestions for further readings to guide students further in their research journey. Available in print
and online, this monumental work is edited by two leading ﬁgures in the ﬁeld with a distinguished international
Editorial Advisory Board to select and assign entries, ensuring authoritative content readers can trust.

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY
CONTEMPORARY THEMES
Bloomsbury Publishing Sport Psychology is an essential introduction to the ﬁeld's key issues, suitable for psychology,
sport science and sport studies students at all levels. Encompassing the history of sport psychology to more recent
distinctions between sport and exercise psychology, it is ideal reading for students looking to learn about issues such
as motivation, concentration and anxiety and the connection between physical activity and psychological well-being.
This new edition provides updated case studies, guidance on further reading, study questions and brand new content
on self-harm in sport and metaimagery. Real-life examples put the theory into practice, and the authors' focus on the
freshest theories shows how the discipline has evolved in recent years.

SPORT FANS
THE PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIAL IMPACT OF FANDOM
Routledge Sports, and the fans that follow them, are everywhere. Sport Fans: The Psychology and Social Impact of
Fandom examines the aﬀective, behavioral, and cognitive reactions of fans to better comprehend how sport impacts
individual fans and society as a whole. Using up-to-date research and theory from multiple disciplines including
psychology, sociology, marketing, history, and religious studies, this textbook provides a deeper understanding of
topics such as: the pervasiveness of sport fandom in society common demographic and personality characteristics of
fans how fandom can provide a sense of belonging, of uniqueness, and of meaning in life the process of becoming a
sport fan sport fan consumption and the future of sport and the fan experience. The text also provides a detailed
investigation of the darker side of sport fandom, including fan aggression, as well as a critical look at the positive
value of fandom for individuals and society. Sport Fans expertly combines a rigorous level of empirical research and
theory in an engaging, accessible format, making this text the essential resource on sport fan behavior.
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INTERACTIVE EXERCISES FOR CROSS-CULTURAL PSYCHOLOGY
ENCOUNTERS WITH A COMPLEX WORLD
Routledge Interactive Exercises for Cross-Cultural Psychology provides material for interactive discussion of a range of
topics in cross-cultural psychology, including regional and indigenous psychology; symbolic and expressive
psychology; identity; social perception and cognition; interpersonal interaction; emotion, motivation, and health;
development and family; government and law; economics and work; environmental psychology; animals and other
species; and the psychology of recreation and sport. It will help students apply cultural psychology to social issues,
and makes these issues relevant to students in health, forensic, organizational, sport and exercise, and other applied
psychology ﬁelds. It oﬀers suggestions for exposition, simulation, and confrontation of important cultural issues that
matter to students, while allowing for maximum creativity in instructional design. Thoroughly and currently
referenced, with connections to a wide range of accessible web-based and open-source materials, it is user-friendly
across a spectrum of classroom and workshop applications, including online delivery.

UNDERSTANDING SPORT PSYCHOLOGY
SAGE Sports Psychology is a popular area that has grown dramatically over the past few decades due to an increasing
emphasis on the importance of psychology for athletic performance, engagement in exercise and in the business and
industry of sport. This text is a concise, focussed overview of all the core concepts in sports psychology at both
undergraduate and postgraduate level. Using key studies and evidence, this book explains and develops key topics,
and acts as a springboard for further reading and debate. This is a stimulating and practical resource for sport and
exercise students, sport coaches, and athletes alike, covering new developments within the ﬁeld including: Social
Identity Theory, Mental Health Awareness in Sport, Resilience and Mindfulness. With additional pedagogy including
further reading, ﬁgures and diagrams to help visualise key theories, and case studies, Understanding Sport Psychology
is essential reading for any student of sport psychology.

KEY CONCEPTS IN SPORT PSYCHOLOGY
SAGE Key Concepts in Sport Psychology provides a focused, accurate guide for students working within the dynamic
ﬁeld of sport psychology. The concise and authoritative entries have been selected by experienced teachers and
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researchers; each one deﬁnes, explains and develops a key topic in sport psychology acting as a springboard for
further reading and debate. This is a stimulating and practical resource for students deﬁned by the clarity of writing
and relevant examples. Each concept gives the student clear deﬁnitions, up-to-date suggestions for further reading,
and careful cross-referencing. Easy to use and intelligently judged this book oﬀers the modern student the basic
materials, tools and guidance for planning essays and passing exams.

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY
Bloomsbury Publishing In this student-friendly introduction, the authors consider the psychological eﬀects of sport on
both the individual and the group. Topics covered include motivation, performance, mental health and leadership,
oﬀering a balanced and in-depth resource for students interested in learning more about sport psychology.

SPORT CYBERPSYCHOLOGY
Routledge Sport Cyberpsychology is the ﬁrst book devoted to assessing the inﬂuence of technology on human
interaction, behaviour and mental health in a sport context, gathering research on the use of technology and the
Internet by athletes, coaches and sport science support staﬀ. The book identiﬁes the potential impact of technology on
athletes' mental preparation for competition, as well as the role of technology in improving performance. It explores
the use of technology by athletes and sport organisations for social interaction, while also considering the 'darker' side
of athletes’ Internet use. It covers topics including: the role of GPS, gaming and virtual reality in training and injury
recovery the use of social media by athletes and sport organisations the psychology of self-presentation and brand
management, as well as issues of online privacy the use of technology by other elite groups, such as military and
medical personnel, and non-elite sportspeople cyberbullying and online harassment of athletes online gambling and
athletes' mental health in relation to their online activities virtual learning environments and the educational
opportunities the online world can oﬀer athletes Accessibly written, with a companion website featuring lecture slides,
reading lists, video links and suggested social media accounts, Sport Cyberpsychology oﬀers a complete resource for
students and instructors alike. It is important reading for any students of sport psychology, sport coaching or sport
media, as well as coaches, athletes and sport science support staﬀ.
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BASKETBOLDA DAR ALAN OYUNLARI, DAYANIKLILIK ANTRENMANLARI VE PERFORMANS
Akademisyen Kitabevi

SPORTPSYCHOLOGIE
GRUNDLAGEN UND ANWENDUNG
Springer-Verlag Dieses Lehrbuch richtet sich an Studierende der Psychologie und Sportwissenschaft sowie an
Personen, die in der Sportpraxis tätig sind und Themen der Sportpsychologie genauer und tiefgehender verstehen
möchten. Zahlreiche auﬂockernde didaktische Elemente ermöglichen Ihnen das leichtgängige und freudvolle Lernen
komplexer Sachverhalte. Im ersten Teil lernen Sie den Facettenreichtum der Sportpsychologie sowie die
Untrennbarkeit von Theorie und Sportpraxis kennen. Theoretische Grundlagen sind nach den Subdisziplinen der
Psychologie (Kognition, Motivation, Emotion, Persönlichkeit und soziale Prozesse) untergliedert und verständlich sowie
praxisnah erläutert. Dabei werden Fragen beantwortet wie: Welche kognitiven Prozesse führen zu guten
Entscheidungen in kritischen Sportspielsituationen? Wie entsteht intrinsische Motivation zum Sporttreiben? Welche
Folgen hat Wettkampfangst? Trägt Sport zur Persönlichkeitsentwicklung bei? Wie hängen Teamklima und sportliche
Leistung zusammen? Im zweiten Teil erfahren Sie alles Wichtige über die Anwendung der Sportpsychologie in den
Kontexten Leistung und Gesundheit. Wie sehen beispielsweise theoriebasierte psychologische Trainings zur
Leistungssteigerung im Spitzensport aus und wie eﬀektiv sind diese? Besteht ein Zusammenhang zwischen Sport und
Gesundheit? Die von den jeweiligen Fachexperten und -expertinnen verfassten Kapitel stellen eine umfassende und
optimale Prüfungsvorbereitung dar. Zudem unterstützen die klare Struktur und Didaktik sowie die in sich
abgeschlossenen Kapitel dabei, sich beim Vertiefen oder Nachlesen auf einzelne Inhaltsbereiche zu fokussieren. Das
Werk ist prüfungsrelevant und regt zugleich mit wertvollen Impulsen zum Mit- und Weiterdenken an.

DICTIONARY OF SPORT PSYCHOLOGY
SPORT, EXERCISE, AND PERFORMING ARTS
Academic Press Dictionary of Sport Psychology: Sport, Exercise, and Performing Arts is a comprehensive reference
with hundreds of concise entries across sports, martial arts, exercise and ﬁtness, performing arts and cultural sport
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psychology. This dictionary uses a global approach to cover philosophical and cultural backgrounds, theory,
methodology, education and training and ﬁelds of application. Each entry includes phenomenon, subject description
and deﬁnition, related theory and research, practice and application across sports and related performance domains.
An authoritative, balanced and accessible presentation of the state-of-the-art in key subject areas, this dictionary is a
must-have reference for anyone studying or practicing sport psychology. Provides a diverse cultural perspective to
ensure the broadest coverage of internationalization Covers a broad scope of terms and concepts Includes extended
performance domains, such as music, dance, theater arts and the circus Utilizes an alphabetical approach so entries
are easily found and quickly referenced Contains entries written by leading researchers and scholars across the globe

PERCHÉ IL TEMPO VOLA
E PERCHÉ LA FELICITÀ È UN LAMPO E QUANDO CI ANNOIAMO LE ORE NON PASSANO MAI
Il Saggiatore Perché siamo più produttivi quando abbiamo molto da fare mentre nei momenti di relax ci pare di non
riuscire a combinare niente? Perché ci sembra che la nostra prima storia d’amore sia durata molto più a lungo di
quanto sia avvenuto in realtà? Possiamo in qualche modo controllare e plasmare la nostra percezione dello scorrere dei
giorni, delle ore, dei secondi? E ancora, che forma ha il tempo? È una retta, come la freccia di Zenone e il suo tragitto
impossibile? È un cerchio, come il ciclico calendario dei Maya? O ha il volto dell’astronauta Scott Kelly che, tornato
sulla Terra dopo aver passato 520 giorni in orbita, era invecchiato 5 millisecondi in meno rispetto al gemello rimasto a
casa? Alan Burdick ci invita a un curioso viaggio nel mondo del tempo: dalle meridiane e dalle clessidre ad acqua
dell’antichità all’invenzione del secondo; dall’utc, il Tempo Universale Coordinato, che regola tutti gli orologi del
pianeta, alle scoperte sul ritmo circadiano, il nostro naturale orologio interno; dalle teorie di Einstein sulla dilatazione
temporale al caso del musicista Clive Wearing che, persa d’improvviso la memoria, si ritrovò a vivere in un eterno
presente. Con Perché il tempo vola il Saggiatore propone un’originale riﬂessione attorno alla dimensione che forse più
di tutte inﬂuisce sulla nostra vita aﬀettiva e lavorativa. Un percorso che attraversa la ﬁsica, la ﬁlosoﬁa e la letteratura,
unendo sant’Agostino e Richard Feynman, il «presente specioso» di William James e i viaggi nel futuro di H.G. Wells, gli
esperimenti di Michel Siﬀre – che trascorse più di duecento giorni in un laboratorio isolato sottoterra per indagare la
percezione del tempo in condizioni di deprivazione sensoriale – e la lingua pirahã, quasi priva di riferimenti temporali.
Per porre domande le cui risposte inevitabilmente aprono ad altri quesiti: perché se c’è una cosa sulla quale abbiamo
sempre trovato il tempo di interrogarci è, per l’appunto, il tempo.
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PSICOLOGÍA DEL DEPORTE
Editorial El Manual Moderno

SPORT AND THE MILITARY
THE BRITISH ARMED FORCES 1880–1960
Cambridge University Press On battleships, behind the trenches of the Western Front and in the midst of the Desert
War, British servicemen and women have played sport in the least promising circumstances. When 400 soldiers were
asked in Burma in 1946 what they liked about the Army, 108 put sport in ﬁrst place - well ahead of comradeship and
leave - and this book explores the fascinating history of organised sport in the life of oﬃcers and other ranks of all
three British services from 1880–1960. Drawing on a wide range of sources, this book examines how organised sport
developed in the Victorian army and navy, became the focus of criticism for Edwardian army reformers, and was
oﬃcially adopted during the Great War to boost morale and esprit de corps. It shows how service sport adapted to the
inﬂux of professional sportsmen, especially footballers, during the Second World War and the National Service years.

THE ROAD TO EXCELLENCE
THE ACQUISITION OF EXPERT PERFORMANCE IN THE ARTS AND SCIENCES, SPORTS, AND GAMES
Psychology Press Excellence and the highest levels of performance in the arts and sciences, sports, and games have
always been an object of fascination to both scientists and lay people. Only during the last 20 years have scientists
studied these levels of performance in the laboratory in order to identify their mediating mechanisms. Contrary to the
common belief that innate talents are the critical factors for exceptional performance, investigators have found that
acquired skills, knowledge, and physiological adaptations in response to intense practice are the primary mechanisms,
mediating the highest levels of performance. This is the ﬁrst and only book to examine how elite performers eﬀect
their exceptional accomplishments. The world's leading researchers on expert performance and creative achievement
review theories and recent ﬁndings from many diﬀerent domains of expertise on how experts optimize improvement in
their performance and eventually attain excellence. Elite performers are shown to have engaged in deliberate-practice
activities speciﬁcally designed to improve their performance from an early age. By age 20 they have often accumulated
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over 10,000 hours of practice! The essential elements of deliberate practice, such as speciﬁc goals to improve
performance, successive reﬁnement through repetition, feedback and instruction, are explicated for diﬀerent domains.
Although the content of practice tasks will necessarily diﬀer from domain to domain, investigators have found
invariant characteristics for the optimal duration of practice sessions, maximal amounts of daily practice, the length of
intense preparation (around 10 years), and ages of peak performance. Some of the book's chapters extend the review
to the acquisition of everyday-life skills such as reading, to the performance of teams of experts, and to the
development of creative achievement, geniuses, and artistic child prodigies. The book concludes with commentaries by
several outstanding scientists in psychology, education, and history of science who discuss the generalizability of
presented ideas and raise issues for future issues. EXTRA COPY...It could be said that striving for excellence is what
characterizes humanity, or perhaps what characterizes humanity at its best. Why do so few individuals ever reach the
highest levels when so many start out on the Road to Excellence? In this book, the world's foremost researchers of
expert performance in domains as diverse as sports, medicine, chess, and the arts explore the similarities and
diﬀerences in the extended and strenuous Road to Excellence taken by the successful individuals in each domain. Their
ﬁndings will intrigue and inspire readers who are themselves driven to achieve or who simply want to better
understand the processes involved.

PSICOLOGIA DO ESPORTE E DO EXERCÍCIO
MODELOS TEÓRICOS, PESQUISA E INTERVENÇÃO
Pasavento Partindo de modelos teóricos e métodos que explicam fenômenos psíquicos no contexto esportivo à prática
do exercício proﬁssional contextualizada à cultura do nosso país, o livro "Psicologia do Esporte e do Exercício: modelos
teóricos, pesquisa e intervenção" se estabelece como uma produção coletiva que reúne a experiência de professores,
pesquisadores e proﬁssionais consolidados e expoentes do Brasil, com a missão de fomentar a produção de
conhecimento e auxiliar na formação para pesquisa e atuação proﬁssional. O conhecimento, longe de ser uma ação
individual inspirada, é antes de tudo fruto de trabalho conjunto, de troca incessante de perspectivas teóricas e acima
de tudo, respeito e atenção à informação e ao conhecimento partilhado e constantemente, revitalizado. A presente
produção traz como diferencial a articulação de conhecimentos, experiências e abordagens diversas, catalisadas no
âmbito da Associação Nacional de Pesquisa e Pós-graduação em Psicologia (ANPEPP) que, pela primeira vez, em 2016,
pode contar com um grupo de trabalho especíﬁco à área da Psicologia do Esporte e do Exercício.
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SPORTLANDSCHAFTEN
SPORT, RAUM UND (MASSEN-)KULTUR IN DEUTSCHLAND 1880–1930
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht Zwischen den 1880er und 1930er Jahren etablierten sich nicht nur der Sport als ein
massenkulturelles Phänomen der Moderne, sondern auch die speziﬁschen Sportstätten und sportbezogenen
Zweckbauten, wie wir sie im Wesentlichen noch heute kennen. Noyan Dinçkal nimmt den Sport als ein räumliches
Ereignis in den Blick. Seine Studie zeigt, wie sehr einerseits Sport von räumlichen Bedingungen bestimmt war, aber
andererseits auch, wie sehr Sport imstande war, Raum zu deﬁnieren, und zwar in physisch-materieller, symbolischer
und sozialer Hinsicht. Wie wurden Sporträume hervorgebracht, welche Funktionen erfüllten sie, in welchen
Zusammenhängen wurden sie genutzt und mit welchen Bedeutungen versehen? Dinçkal zeigt, dass sich in
Sporträumen zentrale gesellschaftliche, kulturelle und politische Prozesse der klassischen Moderne wie unter einem
Brennglas verdichteten. Zum einen geht es um die Frage, wie und warum um die Jahrhundertwende klar umrissene
Orte und durch besondere soziale Praktiken deﬁnierte Räume entstanden, deren Hauptfunktion das Ausüben von Sport
war. Zum anderen zeigt die Untersuchung, dass sich in Sporträumen weit mehr als Sport ereignete: In ihnen
manifestierten sich neue Formen repräsentativer Massenöﬀentlichkeit, sie waren bedeutende Orte der politischen
Festkultur, sie dienten dem Konsum und der sozialen Selbstverständigung, in ihnen zeigte sich auch die zunehmende
Regulierung von Lebensäußerungen durch Normen und Techniken wissenschaftlicher Experten. Die Räumlichkeit des
Sports hat in den Geschichtswissenschaften bislang kaum Beachtung gefunden. Dementsprechend versteht sich dieses
Buch auch als ein Beitrag, den Faktor Raum in die historische Betrachtung über Sport und Massenkultur
einzubeziehen.

TOP DOG
THE SCIENCE OF WINNING AND LOSING
Hachette UK New York Times Bestseller Po Bronson and Ashley Merryman's work changes the national dialogue.
Beyond their bestselling books, you know them from commentary and features in the New York Times, CNN, NPR,
Time, Newsweek, Wired, New York, and more. E-mail, Facebook, and Twitter accounts are ﬁlled with demands to read
their reporting (such as "How Not to Talk to Your Kids," "Creativity Crisis," and "Losing Is Good for You"). In Top Dog,
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Bronson and Merryman again use their astonishing blend of science and storytelling to reveal what's truly in the heart
of a champion. The joy of victory and the character-building agony of defeat. Testosterone and the neuroscience of
mistakes. Why rivals motivate. How home ﬁeld advantage gets you a raise. What teamwork really requires. It's
baseball, the SAT, sales contests, and Linux. How before da Vinci and FedEx were innovators, ﬁrst, they were great
competitors. Olympians carry Top Dog in their gym bags. It's in briefcases of Wall Street traders and Madison Avenue
madmen. Risk takers from Silicon Valley to Vegas race to implement its ideas, as educators debate it in halls of
academia. Now see for yourself what this game-changing talk is all about.

PSICOLOGIA E ESPORTE NA ATUALIDADE
REFLEXÕES NECESSÁRIAS
Pasavento Acompanhar ou mesmo fazer parte do meio esportivo, frequentemente, traz questionamentos sobre
variáveis psicológicas que permeiam a vida do atleta e/ou praticante de atividade física. Elucubra-se ainda, muitas
vezes, sobre os motivos que levam um atleta a atuar de uma forma nos treinos e de outra durante as competições. Tais
indagações introduzem a importância do campo da psicologia do esporte e do exercício. Faz-se necessário
compreender o atleta, seja ele originário do esporte de rendimento, recreativo ou adaptado, como ser humano em sua
integralidade. Por este motivo, a psicologia do esporte vem compor junto aos demais saberes como: nutrição,
ﬁsioterapia, preparação física e medicina, o chamado campo das Ciências do Esporte propondo-se com base na
complexidade do humano e do esporte. Neste contexto, a psicologia assume um lugar de suma importância que tem
como objetivo auxiliar o preparo do atleta e/ou praticante e sua equipe, se for o caso, no alcance de seu desempenho.
O trabalho do psicólogo se estende a todo o universo que cerca a vida do praticante podendo ser o clube, os pais, os
técnicos e quando em esporte coletivo, a própria equipe. O psicólogo passa a ser um elo mediador entre as partes
envolvidas ao propiciar uma comunicação efetiva auxiliando a coesão da equipe. Ao compreender o atleta em sua
integralidade e complexidade, a psicologia do esporte visa não somente a melhoria da performance, mas,
principalmente, um bem-estar emocional. Esse olhar permite que o psicólogo atue com o alto rendimento, com a
reabilitação, com a iniciação esportiva e com o esporte recreativo. Estes são, talvez, um dos principais diferenciais do
campo da psicologia: o olhar para a integralidade, compreensão da complexidade, promoção do bem-estar. Abre-se,
assim, um campo fecundo de atuação do psicólogo esportivo, com toda a sua beleza e tristeza, com toda a sua
fascinação e estranhamento, com todo o seu amor e ódio. O esporte torna-se palco para as atuações do ser humano e o
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psicólogo do esporte é um espectador ativo.

КУДА ЛЕТИТ ВРЕМЯ. УВЛЕКАТЕЛЬНОЕ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ О ПРИРОДЕ ВРЕМЕНИ
Litres Что такое время? К нему мы постоянно обращаемся, на него оглядываемся, о нем думаем, его
катастрофически не хватает. А откуда оно взялось и куда летит? Алан Бердик, известный американский писатель
и постоянный автор журнала The New Yorker, в остроумной и изящной форме, опираясь на научные исследования,
пытается ответить на этот вопрос. Вместе с автором вы найдете двадцать пятый час, потеряетесь во времени,
заставите время идти назад. И уж точно не пожалеете о потраченных часах на чтение этой удивительной книги.

POR QUE O TEMPO VOA
UMA INVESTIGAÇÃO SOBRETUDO CIENTIFICA
Todavia Por que o tempo parecia durar mais quando éramos crianças? Será que o tempo realmente parece passar mais
devagar quando você está envolvido num desastre de automóvel? Como é possível que eu seja mais produtivo quando
tenho tanta coisa para fazer, e quando tenho todo o tempo do mundo não consigo terminar nada? [...] Será que posso
fazer o tempo acelerar, desacelerar, parar, reverter? Como e por que o tempo voa? É a partir dessas indagações que o
premiado repórter da revista New Yorker Alan Burdick inicia sua saborosa investigação sobre aquele que é, talvez, o
tema mais presente em nossa vida. Com clareza e curiosidade, ele procura na biologia, na ﬁlosoﬁa e na física respostas
para esse que é um dos grandes mistérios do universo. Tempo, por exemplo, é o substantivo mais usado no idioma
inglês,está sempre em nossa mente e avança em todos os momentos da vida. Nesta exploração espirituosa e
meditativa, Burdick leva os leitores a uma busca pessoal para entender como percebemos o tempo. Na companhia de
cientistas, ele visita o relógio mais preciso do mundo (que existe apenas no papel) descobre que o agora realmente
aconteceu há uma fração de segundo, encontra uma 25a hora no dia, vive no Ártico para perder toda a noção do tempo
e, por um momento fugaz no laboratório de um neurocientista, até faz o tempo retroceder. Porque o tempo voa é um
clássico instantâneo, um exame vívido e íntimo dos relógios que batem dentro de todos nós.

WARUM DIE ZEIT VERFLIEGT
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EINE GRÖSSTENTEILS WISSENSCHAFTLICHE ERKUNDUNG
Karl Blessing Verlag »In dieser klarsichtigen, umsichtigen und wunderbar geschriebenen Erkundung der Zeit bietet
Burdick nicht weniger als eine völlig neue Sichtweise darauf, was es heißt, Mensch zu sein.« Hanya Yanagihara, Autorin
von "Ein wenig Leben" Die Zeit kann dahinkriechen oder rasend schnell verﬂiegen. Wir wünschen uns alle Zeit der Welt
und wissen doch, dass sie irgendwann abläuft. Über Zeit zu sprechen heißt, in Bildern zu sprechen. Denn was genau ist
Zeit? Erlebt ein Kind sie so wie ein Erwachsener? Warum ﬂießt sie zäh wie Honig dahin, wenn wir uns langweilen, und
zerrinnt im Alter wie Sand zwischen den Fingern? Warum und wie verﬂiegt die Zeit? In seiner ebenso leichtfüßigen wie
tiefgreifenden Erkundung sucht Alan Burdick nach dem Uhrwerk, das in uns allen tickt. Ein Jahrzehnt lang hat er die
wissenschaftliche Forschung über unsere Wahrnehmung von Zeit verfolgt und dabei die genaueste Uhr der Welt
besucht (die nur auf dem Papier existiert), herausgefunden, das "jetzt" tatsächlich den Bruchteil einer Sekunde her ist,
in der Arktis gelebt, um jegliches Zeitgefühl zu verlieren und, wenn auch nur für einen ﬂüchtigen Moment, in einem
Labor den Fluss der Zeit umgekehrt. Ein größtenteils wissenschaftliches, mitreißend persönliches und faszinierendes
Buch über unsere lebenslange Beziehung mit der Zeit.

GESCHICHTE DER PSYCHOLOGIE
STRÖMUNGEN, SCHULEN, ENTWICKLUNGEN
Kohlhammer Verlag Diese Einführung erschließt die historische Entwicklung der Psychologie über ihre wichtigsten
Repräsentanten, Strömungen und Schulen. Leserinnen und Leser erleben das Entstehen psychologischer
Fragestellungen, Untersuchungen und Theorien im geschichtlichen Zusammenhang, der besonders Studierenden ein
tieferes Verständnis für die Psychologie geben soll. Der Schwerpunkt der Einführung, die auch auf sozialgeschichtliche
Zusammenhänge eingeht, liegt auf der Darstellung des 19. und 20. Jahrhunderts bis hin zu gegenwärtigen
Teildisziplinen. Dieses Buch ist die verbreitetste Einführung in die Geschichte der Psychologie in deutscher Sprache. Es
zählt an vielen Universitäten zur Standardlektüre.

POR QUÉ EL TIEMPO VUELA
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UNA INVESTIGACIÓN NO SOLO CIENTÍFICA
Plataforma En esta exploración ingeniosa, elegante e íntima, Alan Burdick, autor galardonado y redactor de la revista
The New Yorker, embarca a los lectores en una búsqueda personal para comprender los relojes que hacen tictac dentro
de todos nosotros. Durante casi una década, Burdick se dedicó a visitar a cientíﬁcos que estudian las cuestiones más
espinosas acerca de nuestras percepciones del tiempo. En su recorrido visitó el reloj más preciso del mundo (que
existe solo en papel), descubrió que el "ahora" ha sucedido en realidad hace una fracción de segundo, encontró una
vigésimo quinta hora en el día, vivió en el Ártico para perder por completo la noción del tiempo y, durante un instante
fugaz en el laboratorio de un neurocientíﬁco, hizo incluso retroceder el tiempo. Por qué el tiempo vuela es un clásico
instantáneo, un examen vívido y profundamente conmovedor de nuestra relación con el tiempo. No lo dudes: nunca
más volverás a mirar un reloj con los mismos ojos.

SPORT AND AMERICAN MENTALITY, 1880-1910
Univ. of Tennessee Press Few observers of American life today would doubt that sports occupy a prominent place in
our society, but equally few have examined the origins of the country's greatest passion. Probing our history, culture,
and consciousness, Professor Mrozek shows how sports gained national acceptance and became as standard as fried
chicken and church on Sunday.
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